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THE EFFECT OF POROUS BARRIERS ON THE MOLECULAR COMPOSITIONS 
OF REACTIVE GAS MIXTURES* 

Pirooz Mohazzabi and Alan W. Searcy 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laborc.tory 
and Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 

College of Engineering; University of California, 
Berkeley, California 94720 

The steaQy state ratio of the molecular fluxes of non-reactive gases 

that escape through a porous barrier into a vacuum by Knudsen flow at 

:fixed temperature is equal to the ratio of their partial pressures multi

plied by the square root of the inverse ratio of their molecular weights. 1 

However, this relationship should not govern the fluxes of a mixture of 

gases whenever a pressure-dependent chemical reaction can take place 

among them. If chemical equilibrium is approached by the exit gas mix-

ture and the exit flux is much lower than the flux that strikes the high 

pressure side of the barrier, the exit molecular composition can be very 

different from the molecular composition predicted from theory for non-

reactive Knudsen flow. 

We expected that near equilibrium molecular compositions would be 

maintained by the monomers and dimers of sodium chloride vapor in a 

porous barrier: Both the monomer and dimer of sodium chloride have 

vaporization coefficients close to unity.
2 

Near-unit vaporization co-

efficients reflect nearly complete equilibrium among the particles of 

the self-adsorption la;yer3 '
4 

and also imply a low energy barrier to 

equilibration of sodium chloride vapor molecules on a sodium chloride 

surface. 5 It seemed probable that during Knudsen flow equilibration 
.. 

would result from the many collisions of sodium chloride vapor with the 

*'Ibis work was supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission. 
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surfaces of a porous solid. 

Experimental tests of the predicted equilibration in porous bsrrie~s 

can be niade with a mass spectrometer. If sodium chloride vapor escapes 

throUgh a porous barrier by non-reactive Knudsen flow, the ratio of the 

intensity of a particular kind of ion produced by electron collisions 

with monomers IM to the intensity of ions produced from electron colli

sions with dimers ID should be IM/ID = (PM
0

/P Do) (zrn/~) 1/2 ( fM/fD), where 

PMo and PDo are the partial pressures of monomer and dimer at the vapor 

source, ~ and ~ are the monomer and <timer molecular weights, and fM and 

fD are proportionality constants between the flux of monomer or dimer 

and the corresponding ion intensity. 

This equation for predicting ion intensity ratios is identical with 

that for an ideal effusion source.6 For sodium chloride vapor, that 

ratio is known to be ·of the order of unity near 1000°K. 7 But if equi-

librium is maintained in the porous barrier, the variation in the ratio 

IM/ID with the monomer flux JM of exit gas can be predicted from 

P~/PD = P~0/PDoby substituting for pressures the appropriate values of 

fim
1

/ 2 • The result is IM/ID = (2nRT)-l/2 (P~0/PD0 )(ron1/2 /~)(fM/fD)(l/JM). 

That is, the monomer/dimer ratio should vary inversely with monomer flux 

and should greatly exceed unity when PM<<PM
0

• 

Samples of sodium chloride were heated in alumina cells which were 

closed at the top by alumina disks of 44% relative density formed from 

particles with linear dimensions of the order of 10 microns. Fluxes were 

varied by varying disk thicknesses with porosity held constant. Pressures 

were always less than 10-3 atm, so that vapor transport through the disks 

' 8 
was by Knudsen flow. The possibility that surface diffusioc contribu1;e'i 

r 
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significantly to the flow cannot be excluded by means of the evidence so 

tar obtained. 

The intensities of Na+ and NaCl+ ions produced from the monomer, 

+ . 
and Na2Cl , from the dimer, were measured in a Nuclide mass spectrometer. 

In separate experiments temperatures of the disks were calibrated against 

thermocouple measurements of the temperature at the bottom of the cells. 

According to a theoretical analysis which we will publish with 

additional experimental studies, both the overall composition and the 

total mass flux of gas which is transported through a porous barrier by 

Knudsen flow should be independent of the extent of equilibration in the 

barrier. For Knudsen flow, the steady state flux through channels of 

constant cross-sections varies inversely with channel length. 
8 

For our 

conditions the small difference between total flux and monomer flux can 

+/ c + . be neglected. Therefore, the fact that the NaCl Na2 1 ratio vaned 

linearly with disk thickness (i.e. inversely, with monomer flux) and the 

fact that the ratio was much greater than unity (Fig. 1) both support the 

prediction of reactive flow. Currently we are measuring proportionality 

constants in order to demonstrate whether or not complete equilibrium is 

attained by the exit vapor. 

The fact that molecular compositions of reactive gases mey undergo 

large changes in a porous barrier seems not previously to have been 

explicitly predicted or tested. Voronin9 ' 10 
predicted that the relative 

fluxes of monomers and dimers and their angular distributions would be 

modified by equilibration in the flux gradient of a tubular effusion 

orifice. Grimley et al. 11 ' 12 obtained data that are consistent with 

Voronin's predictions, but which they considered might also be otherwise 
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explained. In retrospect, it is apparent that Voronin's analysis of 

reactive effUsion could be considered to imply the predictions made and 

tested in this study. Berkowitz, et a1. 13 used a porous barrier tore-

duce pressures in the effusion chamber of a double oven cell but did not 

discuss whether they expected changes in molecular composition in the 

barrier or only in the chamber beyond. 

The effect of porous barriers on molecular compositions of reactive 

gases could prove useful whenever enrichment is desired in the simpler 

molecules of a reactive gas mixture. For example, a porous barrier pro-

vides an easier means for enriching a molecular beam in monomeric vapor 

species for determination of mass spectrometer fragmentation patterns 

than does the double oven technique (which, however, has additional 

applications13). The present study shows that fragmentation of polymers 

is a negligible source of either Na + or NaCl + ions. DeMaria14 has com-

mented that porous barriers would also be useful in altering the proper-

tions of species to be studied by matrix isolation methods. 

-Professor Richard Fulrath kindly supplied the porous alumina disks. 

Alfred Buchler and David Meschi made helpful comments. 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Fig. 1. + + Variation of NaCl /Na
2

Cl intensity ratio with length (in mm) 

of Knudsen flow path through alumina disks of constant c.verage 

porosity at 1040°K. 
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